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Creating Peace, Comfort and Tranquility
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provide soothing and calming light throughout the
space in lieu of standard hospital lighting. A faux skylight
in the ceiling changes light levels to simulate sunrise to
sunset throughout the day, adding white puffy clouds
above the patient’s bed, transporting them to a feeling
of ethereal calm.
A jellyfish tank replaces the television as the rhythmic
breathing of these unique creatures mimics the respiratory
rates of humans and can provide a calming affect on
anyone watching them. Studies prove that by observing
these free-swimming animals, blood pressure rates return
to normal, benefitting both patients and their caregivers.
Lastly, FUNchitecture incorporated new tile and blue
countertops and replaced standard hospital fixtures in the
integrated room’s bathroom, another opportunity to make
the room feel homey and less institutional.
The donor who made the room possible, as well as all
who interact or pass by this suite, often comment, “All
places in the hospital should be so comforting. This room
is amazing, soothing and beautiful!”
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